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Many thanks to Silvia Niccolai and Volker Crede!

Welcome to Anselm Vossen and Adam Hobart!
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It is the SOS Time of the Year

SOS Submission Due Date: 15 December 2021

CLAS authorship rights are granted through 
institutional service, so it is important for your 
institution to  

• fulfill the expected yearly amount of service 
(help is available)

• to submit realistic estimates (assessment in the 
review process)



It is the SOS Time of the Year

•Submit a report of amount of service work done in 2021
• Each CLAS term and full member reports the service they did

• Service done by non-class members (such as students) should 
be reported as well - by advisor or institutional representative

• The institutional representative submits the completed report

• Expected service is by institution: 0.25*N, N = Nterm+Nfull

•Submit an estimate of service you commit to do in 2022
• Only ongoing reviews can be included - make a note this is 

ongoing

• Select available task from the CLAS12 Service Task list for 
2022



2021 Report: How To Highlights

Access: https://www.jlab.org/Hall-B/shifts/index.php
Only term and full members can login 

https://www.jlab.org/Hall-B/shifts/index.php
https://www.jlab.org/Hall-B/shifts/index.php


2021 Report: How To Highlights

Part I: CLAS Service (different from CLAS12 service): committee 
work: CLAS6 analyses/AdHoc, CSC, SWC, Working Group Chair,...  

Please, select the 
appropriate category Please, provide links to  

talks, notes, etc. here. 
Helps a lot the review 
process.



2021 Report: How To Highlights

Part I: CLAS Service (different from CLAS12 service)

FTE: Total FTEs ever that this task costs 
Done: 100% if the task was fully completed in 2021; 
otherwise, input the percentage of FTE done in 2021.

If in doubt, enter the actual FTEs spent on the task in 2021 and enter 100% in 
“Done”.

The page comes pre-filled with your projections from last year: 
please, update the record with the actual 2021 values



2021 Report: How To Highlights

Part II: CLAS12 Service (will appear on a new page, after the CLAS 
service is saved)

The page comes pre-filled with your projections from last year: 
please, update the record with the actual 2021 values

Report of CLAS12 Service from Task List:
https://www.jlab.org/Hall-B/shifts/index.php?display=admin&task=clas12tasks

• Ensure that the assigned FTE in the 2021 Task list is consistent 
with your reported value

• If, any discrepancies, reconcile them with the task contact (your 
reviewer will follow up with you and the contact if there is a 
discrepancy) or leave a note in “Documentation” field explaining 
the discrepancy

https://www.jlab.org/Hall-B/shifts/index.php?display=admin&task=clas12tasks
https://www.jlab.org/Hall-B/shifts/index.php?display=admin&task=clas12tasks


2021 Report: How To Highlights
FTE Estimation

Example 1: you work on a service task 4 hours/day for a week (5 days) - you should 
report 0.0125 FTE. Reported value of 0.025 FTE is an overestimate and 
unacceptable.

Example 2: you work on a service task 12 months, 40 hours/week - you should report 
1.2 FTE (expect your reviewer to touch base with you on that due to exceptional 
case)



2022 Projected Service: How To Highlights

Part I: CLAS Service (first page); PartII: CLAS12 Service (second page)

• Select appropriate category

• Do not include anticipated paper/analysis reviews; only ongoing can be 
entered (make a note in “Documentation”) 

• If you need service tasks to fulfill the expected FTEs of your 
institution, select appropriate task(s) from the 2022 Service Task List  
and e-mail the contact to assign you to the task (list will open within 
the week of 15th of November)
https://www.jlab.org/Hall-B/shifts/index.php?display=admin&task=clas12tasks

• If no appropriate task is available, but need service task(s), contact 
me: jordanka@jlab.org

•50% of service needs to come from the Task list!

https://www.jlab.org/Hall-B/shifts/index.php?display=admin&task=clas12tasks
https://www.jlab.org/Hall-B/shifts/index.php?display=admin&task=clas12tasks


CLAS Service Reports: Further Tips

• You can edit and resubmit as many times as you want, before the deadline (we will 
not look at your SoS until then), so don’t be afraid of the Submit button.

• SW is computed for the institution as a whole: if you want non-active members to 
sign papers, you need to make up for their SW fraction

• Shifts do not count

• Your own analysis work does not count: reviewer will contact you for details and 
disregard this FTE

• Writing a grant proposal or organizing a conference does not count

• Supervising a student doing SW does not count

• Systematic studies benefiting the whole run group of your experiment does count - 
should make a note in “Documentation” to make it clear the studies are not just 
one’s own analysis
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The Bottom Line

We are looking for a realistic estimate of the actual 
CLAS service done

The review is blind to your local chain-of-command 
structure. When we have questions, we contact directly 
the people who actually did or were directly involved 

with the service tasks.

The review is transparent and fair to all institutions

Thank You for Your Cooperation


